THE PARATECH STRUT DRIVER—LIFTING LIKE NO OTHER

PARATECH’S NEW STRUT DRIVER IS DESIGNED AS A LIGHT DUTY STRUT LIFTING DEVICE. FOR SAFE, FAST AND EASY LIFTING, RATED AT 6000 POUNDS WITH A 2.1 SAFETY FACTOR. WORKS WITH ANY PARATECH ACMETHREAD STRUT.

- MADE FROM AIRCRAFT GRADE ALUMINIUM HOUSINGS, WITH ALLOY STEEL GEARS AND HARDENED BALL BEARINGS.
- CAN BE USED IN STANDARD STRUCTURAL COLLAPSE SCENARIOS.
- STRUTS CAN BE SHOT WITH COMPRESSED AIR FOR USE IN TRENCH SITUATIONS.
- RETRO KIT INCLUDES: STRUT DRIVER ASSEMBLY, TUBE END ADAPTER AND NEW LOCK COLLAR.
- USE OF STRUT EXTENSIONS REQUIRES ADDITIONAL TUBE END ADAPTERS.

THE STRUT DRIVER...
EASY TO USE,
QUICK TO DEPLOY,
STRONG AND SAFE.
THE PARATECH STRUT DRIVER
LIFTING LIKE NO OTHER!

PARATECH STRUT DRIVER
RETRO FIT KIT
PART NUMBER: 22-79SDRF

NOTE: Strut Driver works with Grey AcmeThread Struts only.
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